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1. Introduction and access
PHE manager WEB software has been developed to answer to the needs of a large amount and different types of
customers. To better answer to specific needs, some functions may not be available for the assigned profile.
This document is a general user guide of PHE manager WEB software.
WARNING: For all versions, checking of CHEMICAL COMPATIBILITY between fluids and materials of construction
is on user charge! Contact us for support.
▪
▪

Connect to https://phemanager.cipriani-phe.com/#/login and sign in with the email and password given.
In the next page, read and accept the license agreement and the Privacy Statement and press the Save&Continue
button.
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Homepage
The starting window is a sort of menu that allows you to browse quickly within the software. In this page is possible
to select the language and log out (1), quickly start a project for liquid-liquid or vapor-liquid applications (2) or browse
through the other functions by means of the dedicated menu (3).

1

2
3
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2. New project
To create a new project, click on the “liquid” or “steam” icon or press “New project” on the left side menu.
The side menu allows you to recall previous projects using the “recent projects” tab.

Once the desired application (liquid-liquid or vapor-liquid) is selected, the thermal configuration page will open.

2

3

1
4
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3.1. Product configuration (1)
A. Calculation type:
a.

b.
c.

Selection: allows PHE manager software select the list of PHE able to best satisfy the required input data
(including thermal pattern and required pressure drops, but also PS, TS, plates materials and thickness,
gaskets materials). The software according to input data sets product configuration automatically. In most
cases, “Selection” mode is the correct calculation mode you should use to make a quotation.
Checking: to check how an existing PHE (code) satisfies the required input data. Product configuration
has to be set manually.
Simulation: to evaluate actual outlet temperatures and capacity given by an existing PHE (code) by giving
as an input the inlet temperatures and flow rates. Product configuration has to be set manually.

B. Type of PHE:
a.
b.

GPHE: Gasketed plate heat exchanger.
BPHE: Brazed plate heat exchanger.

C. Design standard:
a.
b.

PED 2014/68/EU: Mandatory for all PHE supplied in EU
Manufactured (extra-UE): Alternative standard for PHE supplied in outside of EU.

D. Product line:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Standard: No specific compliance or certification.
Industrial: Include more specific configurations (this product line is not always available).
ACS: Attestation de Conformité Sanitaire (valid in France).
Double-wall: double-wall plate product line.

E. Design Pressure (PS), Design Temperature (TS):
a.

These are used to select design pressure or temperature different from the standard and most commonly
used ones.

F. Plates, gaskets and frame materials:
a. It is possible to select different materials for gaskets, plates or frames. According to the TS selected, some gaskets
materials might not be available. In “Selection” mode, PHE manager WEB software will automatically chose the
thinnest plates available.
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3.2. Product parameters (2)
In this menu is possible to select the thermal power and to visualize some parameters (total oversizing, heat transfer
area, heat transfer coefficient, LMTD and fouling factor) of the selected PHE.

3.3. Thermal program (3)
A. Fluid selection:
a.

When selecting a fluid, type the initial letter to enable the quick finder. PHE manager WEB will show
you the first fluid with that specific initial letter. Press the initial letter to move through the list then
press “Enter” to select the desired one.

B. Insert thermal pattern:
a. Insert required thermal pattern: 5 inputs are required (+ required pressure drops on both sides). Most
commonly used parameters combinations are:
• Capacity + Inlet & Outlet Temperatures on both sides + required pressure drops on both sides.
• Capacity + Inlet Temperatures & Flow Rates on both sides + required pressure drops on both sides.
• Inlet & Outlet Temperatures on both sides + Flow Rate on one side + required pressure drops on
both sides.
c. Operating pressures: actual service pressure inside each circuits.
d. Fouling factor: Default value is 0. If a specific fouling factor is required, you can add and it will be
considered in the calculation.

3.4. Others parameters (4)
A. Insert other parameters:
a.

b.
c.
d.

Fixed number of Passes: if flagged, PHE manager WEB software will offer solutions with the specified
number of passes. Default value is 1 but, if needed, you can also fix a different No. of passes (up to 5).
Remove the flag to view all possible solutions.
Pressure drop filter: if flagged, PHE manager WEB software will offer solutions with pressure drops
exceeding the required pressure drops up to the indicated value (% vs. required value).
Price filter: if flagged, PHE manager WEB software will offer solutions with price exceeding the cheapest
solution up to the indicated value (% vs. best solution price).
Minimum oversizing: if=0 (default value) PHE manager WEB software will offer the minimum possible
oversizing value (ideal=0); if>0, PHE manager WEB software will offer solutions with oversizing exceeding
the best solution. Minimum oversizing value proposed in this case is the indicated value (%).
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3.5. Calculation
Click on “CALCULATE” to obtain solutions.

3.6. Choosing the solution
A. Choose your favorite solution in the list of offered solutions:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

PHE manager software will offer a list of PHE capable to satisfy required input parameters.
The list of solutions is provided in ascending price order.
The selected solution is highlighted in light blue; solutions with warnings are highlighted in yellow and
the warning can be visualized with the triangle icon that appears in the last column.
By moving through the list with the mouse, details for each solution are shown.
Click on the folder icon in the last column to go on with the configuration.

3.7. Checking mode
Once a solution is selected, PHE manager software automaticaly sets in “Checking” mode .
In this calculation mode, if necessary, you can modify product configuration (e.g. change No. of plates or plates
material or plates thickness) to otimize the solution.
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Once completed the optimization job, click on “Next” to go on with the quotation.

3.8. PHE quotation
Once that the PHE is selected and confirmed, the quotation page is opened. In this page it is possible to add options,
accessories and select the connections.
▪
▪
▪
▪

All options and accessories available for selected model are listed and quoted.
Click on connections code to obtain the complete list of connections available for selected model.
Flag desired accessories to add them to the quotation.
Add a discount, if necessary.

After adding options and accessories, save, add to an offer or print the project.
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A. Saving the project
If necessary, save the project by clicking on “save”. Specify item, customer reference and select the customer from
the drop-down menu.

B. Add to an offer
The “add to offer” button add the current project to a new offer, an existing offer or the active offer.
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a.

New offer: open the offer management with a new offer. Save to add the project to a new offer after
inserting all the necessary data.

b.

Existing offer: select the offer from the existing offers list and click on “ok” in order to add the project to
the selected offer.
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c.

Active offer: add the project to a previous offer selected as active.

C. Print the project
By clicking on “Next”, it is possible to print the project after inserting the print data required and the customer
selected from the menu.

Once saved, the project print will open in a new tab on the browser (popup).
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Important: if popups are blocked, the selection data sheet preview will fail. Is necessary to allow the
popups in your browser.
•

Using Chrome, if the popup is blocked click on the icon on the upper right of the window and
select “Always allow popups from …”.
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•

In Microsoft Edge, press on the icon with three dots “…” in the upper right menu and select
“settings”.

Select “Privacy and security” and turn “Block Popups” to OFF.
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In the print page, you can select the following three different print layouts from the left side menu:
▪
▪

Compact datasheet + drawing
Complete datasheet + drawing (if available to the current profile).

It is also possible to export the print layout by clicking on “Export Word” and “Export PDF”.
Print language can be changed from the right side menu.

3.9. Open saved project
From the left side menu, it is possible to open the projects previously saved by clicking the dedicated button.
In this page are shown all the project saved by the user or user of the same company. The projects can be opened,
deleted or modified.
The projects can be filtered in the drop-down menu and the filter.
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4. Offer management
From the left side menu, it is possible to open the “Offer management” page by clicking the dedicated button.
All the offers created by the user or user of the same company are shown in this page.
Here it is possible to visualize, export or create new offers.

1

The menu (1) can be used to:
a. Create new offers: to create a new offer after inserting all the data required and the customer from the
customer list. Different prices can be shown in printing page. Here it is possible to save, print or selected
the current offer as active.
If the public flag is selected, the offer is visible and editable by all the users inside the same company.
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b. Set as active offer: to set the current offer as active, letting the user to quickly insert the project in this
offer (see sec. 3.8.B.c).
c. Export offers: to create a .csv file with the list of the offers generated.
d. Search offers: to search the offer setting the filters.

Each offer can be:
•

Modified, duplicated or deleted if the user is the creator of the offer (

•
•

Visualized or duplicated if the user is not the creator and the offer is public (
).
If there is a project inside the offer, it is possible to duplicate, print or delete it. Information like
description, quantity or
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5. Customer management
From the left side menu, it is possible to open the “Customer management” page by clicking the dedicated button.
In this page are shown all customers created by the user or user of the same company.
Here it is possible to visualize, export or create new customers.

1

The menu (1) can be used to:
a. Create new customers: to create a new customer inserting the data required. It is possible to save or clean
the page with the dedicated buttons.
If the public flag is selected, the customer is visible and editable by all the users inside the same company.
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b. Export customers: to create a .csv file with the list of the customers generated.
c. Search customers: to search the customers setting the filters.
Each customer can be:
•

Modified, duplicated or deleted if the user is the creator of the customer (

•

Only visualized if the user is not the creator of the customer (
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6. Fluid tools
From the left side menu, it is possible to open the “Fluid tool” page by clicking the dedicated button.
In this page are shown all the fluids created by the users and it is possible to modify, delete or create them.

1

The menu (1) can be used to:
a. Update mask: to refresh the visualization after modifications.
b. Add: open the tools to create a new fluid. It is possible to add a fluid describing the behavior of the
thermo-physical parameters by points.
The required parameters are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Description: name of the fluid.
Temp. Min/max: minimum and maximum allowed temperatures.
Freezing temp.: freezing temperature of the fluid.
Data type: type of data to insert (default: points).
Present or not in favorites list.
Dangerous: G1 if dangerous, G2 if not.
Vapor pressure > 0.5 bar temperature.
Flash point temperature of the fluid.

On the right side, it is possible to describe the behavior of the fluid point by point, by setting thermophysical properties at different temperatures.
The fluid can then be saved by clicking the dedicated button.
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c. Search: to search the fluid applying some filters.
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